
the mechanism of compensation does not succeed. The alveolar carbon
dioxide pressure was, in five of seven cases of schizophrenia, increased; in
one case a considerable increase was noted.

C. S. R.

PSYCHOPATHOLOGY

[176] Alzheimer's disease. A clinicopathological study of five cases.
D. ROTHSCHILD. Anmer. Jour. Psychiat., 1934, 91, 485.

ALL patients showed profound intellectual deterioration, motor unrest,
affective changes and a disorder of speech. The age of onset ranged from
44 to 64. The duration varied from two and a half to 26 years. Certain
observations suggested that exogenous factors could accelerate the progress
of the disease. An increase of muscle tonus occurred in four cases. Apraxia
and visual agnosia were noted in one case and cerebellar signs in another.
Symptoms suggestive of vegetative involvement were not uncommon. The
chief histological changes were non-specific cell lesions, diffuse cell losses,
senile plaques and neurofibril lesions of the Alzheimer type. These altera-
tions showed a considerable degree of parallelism in the cerebral cortex but
not elsewhere. The glial response was usually active. Hyaline-like vascular
lesions were found in all cases. All parts of the cortex were affected. In
most instances parietal lobes, cornu ammonis and temporal lobes presented
the severest damage. As a rule there was no close correspondence between
the areas of greatest involvement and the individual cytoarchitectural fields.
The changes were usually most pronounced in the third layer of the cerebral
cortex. The basal ganglia often showed considerable involvement. The
differences and resemblances between Alzheimer's disease and senile dementia
and the various theories regarding the origin of the former are discussed.
Probably the clinicopathological picture of Alzheimer's disease occurs in a
rather heterogeneous group, the individual members of which may owe their
origin to different setiological agents. A close relationship to senile dementia
is suggested.

C. S. R.

[177] Concerning Pick's disease.-EUGEN KAHN and LLOYD J. THOMPSON.
Amer. Jour. Psychiat., 1934, 13, 937.

PICK'S disease and several theories concerning it are briefly reviewed. With
regard to differential diagnosis, neurological and serological findings,
encephalograms, and clinical picture and history will usually rule out or
confirm such possibilities as general paresis, arteriosclerotic brain disease or
brain tumour; but differentiation from Alzheimer's disease is a more difficult
problem. No one symptom or finding is characteristic of either disease;
therefore diagnosis must be based on the total findings and the shades of
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PSYCHOPATHOLOGY

variation found within certain specific symptoms. Memory defect is earlier
and more widespread in Alzheimer's disease, and later on it may be practically
obliterated, whereas in Pick's disease some evidence of retention can be noted
until late. Encephalograms in the former disorder show broad stripes of air
over the whole convexity, while in Pick's disease the air is almost exclusively
in the frontal and temporal regions in the shape of a large confluent mass.
Other less important differential points are: some cases of Alzheimer's
disease have been reported at an earlier age onset than any reported case of
Pick's disease. In the evolution of the disease-processes it appears that in
Alzheimer's disease adequate social behaviour and composure are preserved
a little longer in spite of early decrease in memory. The stage of hyper-
activity followed by hebetude may be somewhat more clear in Pick's disease.
Focal signs, convulsions, etc., are more common in Alzheimer's disease, and
spontaneous speech, logoclonia and confabulation are also more characteristic.

C. S. R.

[178] Mental disorders related to childbirth.-G. FRUMKES. Jour. Nerv.
M,Uent. Dis.. 1934, 79, 540.

MENTAL disorders which follow pregnancy and childbirth are not specific
entities, but should be classified like other mental disorders.

Seven cases of mental disorders which were either precipitated or
aggravated by pregnancy or childbirth are cited. Two of these were manic-
depressive psychoses, manic type; two dementia praecox, paranoid type;
two dementia precox, catatonic type; and one psychoneurosis, psychasthenic
type. In four the psychosis which developed directly after childbirth was the
first attack, in two it occurred during the course of a mental disorder, but.
aggravated the condition, and in one it precipitated a new attack of manic-
depressive psychosis.

Care should be taken not to include in the group ' Psychoses with Other
Somatic Diseases ' cases which belong in other groups. Cases are frequently
unjustifiably classified as 'Psychoses with Other Somatic Diseases ' merely
because the patient had a severe labour or developed a minor infection, or
gave wrong answers to questions testing the sensorium at the period when
the psychosis was first noticed. These disorders present many interesting
psychological problems, some of which are briefly discussed. A relatively
frequent symptom is the development of a delusion that the baby is dead.
In three of the above-mentioned cases this delusion was shown.

It is emphasized that pregnancy, lactation and childbirth call for
psychological as well as physiological adjustment; for example, patients
with an unfavourable psychological 'make-up' may develop the delusion
that the child is dead as a means of denying childbirth; some even go so

far as denying the marriage itself.
R. G. G.

BIa
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[179] Psychic disturbances after head injuries.-PAUL SCHILDER. Amer.
Jour. Psychiat., 1934, 91, 155.

IN 35 selected cases of serious head injuries there often followed a state of
deep clouding of consciousness with some general resistiveness. This attitude
is partly psychic and partly based on organic neuromuscular components. In
the next stage there is clouding of consciousness and far-reaching dis-
orientation in time and space. The perceptive function is retarded, the
'Gestalt' function deeply impaired, the central personality reacts wlth
helplessness and confusion, and there is much memory disturbance and
impairment of judgement. This period can be short or last for several weeks.
perhaps developing after a free interval. The picture of a Korsakoff psychosis
may remain, but alcohol is not here an unvarying factor. Post-traumatic
confusion is rather impersonal and is more of the organic type which affects
primarily the ego in a psychoanalytic sense. Amnesia of the accident is the
rule which may be complete and retroactive for a shorter or longer period.
This may clear up or be persistent and may be the only lasting psychic
symptom. The patients are often not concerned about their injuries. The
mood is often characterized by resistiveness; apathy and bewilderment may
follow; depression may come about or manic states supervene. Changes in
the mood are due to the general reaction pattern of the brain, to a Korsakoff
state or definite cerebral lesions. Lesions of the ventricular grey matter are
partially responsible for the changes in consciousness and participate in
connexion with the cortical lesions in the final elaboration of the disturbances
in memory and judgement. Special emphasis is laid upon the diffuse conges-
tion of all parts of the brain associated with universal perivascular hamor-
rhages. The material does not offer any proof for the traumatic origin of
schizophrenia, but catatonic symptoms may be a sign of local lesion. Head
injuries may directly provoke manic and depressive pictures, but it is not the
exclusive cause of manic-depressive psychosis. Emotional disturbances and
changes towards schizoid, psychopathic and epileptoid trends may be the
final outcome of the organic disturbance. In minor injuries the traumatic
scene has a definite significance and may be relived again and again in dreams,
hallucinations and phantasies, and may be interwoven with paranoid attitudes.

C. S. R.

1180] The psychogenic factors in asthma.-C. P. OBERNDORF. New York
State Jour. Med., 1935, 35, 41.

THE effect of emotional factors on the respiratory apparatus has been
described in such conditions as sniffing tics, nervous cough, paroxysmal
breathing and asthma. The common cold in certain individuals seems to be
preceded by (induced by ?) mental depression, and pain referred to the
accessory sinuses has in recent years become more and more a focussing point
for emotional conflict. The psychogenic induction of asthmatic attacks by
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the smelling of artificial flowers and by the fear of an attack in particular
places has frequently been observed. Psychoanalytic literature contains
several cases where detailed studies of unconscious mechanisms have been
made and the close resemblance between the symptoms of stuttering and
silent sobbing and asthma becomes apparent. Some have regarded asthma
as an anxiety hysteria, and others have interpreted the attack as a reaction
to separation from the mother upon whom the patient was strongly fixated
in a phase of a passive protectivity. When attacks of asthma, originally
'caused by a psychic stimulus, have continued over a long period of time, they
may produce actual organic change in the finer tissue structure of the
bronchioles. A case-report is given with the analytic interpretation.

C. S. R.

[181] Lumbar puncture and the cerebrospinal fluid in 2,000 cases of mental
deficiency.-K. C. L. PADDLE. Jour. Ment. Sci., 1934, 80, 674.

IN 1,500 of these cases, observations were made on the after-effects of lumbar
puncture. Seventeen per cent. developed lumbar puncture symptoms;
14-2 per cent. of the patients vomited; 6-8 per cent. had headache and 0-73 per
cent. pyrexia up to 1010 F. The incidence of vomiting was nearly twice as
high in females as in males, being 20-1 and 10-5 per cent. respectively. It was
also higher in the feebleminded group than in the imbecile or idiot group.
There was a distinct relationship between the rate of flow of the cerebrospinal
fluid and the incidence of post-lumbar puncture symptoms. Where the
former was rapid, the incidence tended to be high, and where it was slow, the
incidence was relatively low. The tests used on the fluid were the Wasser-
mann reaction, cell estimation, Pandy, Lange's colloidal gold, and the acetic
anhydride test of Boltz. Many pseudo-positive Pandy and Boltz reactions
were given by fresh cerebrospinal fluid. Of the 2,000 fluids examined, 55 or
2-7 per cent. were abnormal. The Wassermann reaction was positive in
19 cases, excess of cells existed in 32, excess of globulin in 44, and the colloidal
gold reaction was positive in 30. Twenty-three per cent. of congenital
syphilitics had abnormal fluids. The incidence of abnormal fluids was higher
in those cases of mental deficiency complicated by epilepsy or paralysis than
in those free from such complications. The fluid of only one out of 54
mongolian defectives gave a positive Lange's colloidal gold test; in the
remaining 53, the cerebrospinal fluid was normal in every respect.

C. S. R.

[182] Appearance and motor behaviour of primary mental defectives (Aspetto
e comportamento della motilita dei frenastenici).-G. PINTUS.
Riv. di pat. nerv. e ment., 1933, 42, 47.

THE author presents a study of the movements of primary mental defectives.
He describes all the alterations of gait and other instinctive or habitual acts

BB 2
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shown by these patients. He gives evidence of the similarity of those
abnormalities of gait as shown in 'motor profile' (by cinematograph study)
to other neurological syndromes, especially those of chronic epidemic
encephalitis. The author believes that while it is impossible to place any
lesion which shall account for the particular derangements of movement, it
would seem likely that a failure of the fronto-extrapyramidal system to
function fully is responsible. Three varieties of movement defect are
described: (1) The slow, rigid, heavy type, simulating chronic epidemic
encephalitis, and the pithecoid type of Hombinger; (2) the slight type, fairly
agile but with some rigidity and clumsiness, simulating the paratonic type
of Dupr6; (3) the restless type, quick but unprecise movements which are
not carried to their proper conclusions, similar to the type described by
Gurewitsch as due to insufficiency of the frontal motor areas.

It is thought from the point of view of movement (kinesis) these cases
may be divided into hypokinesis, parakinesis and hyperkinesis.

R. G. G.

[183] Encephalography in abnormal mental states with diabetic insipidus.-
P. G. SCHUBE. Jour. Nerv. Ment. Dis., 1933, 78, 453.

THREE patients admitted for investigation of abnormal mental states were
found to suffer from diabetes insipidus, and in order to investigate whether
any evidence of lesion of the third ventricle could be detected encephalography
was performed.

The procedure in the first case alleviated the symptoms of the diabetes
insipidus, but accentuated the abnormal mental state; in the second case it
alleviated both; in the third both remained unchanged.

R. G. G.

[184] The barrier between the blood and cerebrospinal fluid.-W. MALAMUD,
W. R. MILLER and B. M. MULLINS. Jour. Nerv. Ment. Dis., 1934,
79, 125.

THE bromide distribution ratio as determined by the water test was studied
in 643 cases of mental disease, with the following results:

(a) The schizophrenias showed a predominance of quotients above 320,
a smaller amount ranging between 320 and 280 and very few below 280.
(b) The psychoneuroses, psychopathic personalities, and paranoid states
showed a predominance of quotients between 320 and 280, with some cases
above and below these limits. The manic-depressive psychoses followed the
same pattern, but with less of the cases above 320 and more below 280.
(c) The toxic psychoses and the cases of untreated general paralysis showed
quotients mainly below 280 and none above 320.

In 580 of the cases the protein content of the cerebrospinal fluid was
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determined simultaneously with the permeability quotient. It was found
that: (a) There was a tendency toward a general correlation between the
two values, but this was not consistent; (b) in the cases of organic psychosis
and in the schizophrenics this correlation was of a higher degree than in the
psychoneuroses and manic-depressive psychoses.

R. G. G.

[185] Gestalt function in visual motor patterns in organic disease of the brain.
-L. BENDER. Arch. of Neurol. and Psychiat., 1935, 33, 300.

VISUAL motor experiments and tests consisting of the simple copying of
selected figures from Werthheimer's series have proved of value in the study
of the genesis and nature of the Gestalt function in visual motor behaviour
and of integrated mental disturbances in the visual motor field in various
mental and nervous diseases.

In normal children the visual motor Gestalten arise generally from the
integration of motor impulses and the biological characteristics of the visual
fields, and in development pass through definitely determined maturation
stages. In organic disease of the brain associated with sensory aphasia the
characteristic feature is the reversion to the primitive response with the simple
closed loop, which is 'perseverated with resulting distortion of the integrative
principle.

In schizophrenia schizoid dissociative features may be demonstrated by
this test. In mental deficiency there are several different types of retardation
in the maturation of the visual motor Gestalten dependent on determinable
factors.

In the present study of disturbances in the visual motor Gestalten in
organic disease of the brain, the following conclusions have been reached:
In dementia paralytica there may be evidence of poverty of impulses, with
micrographia, fragmentation and separation, especially in cases associated
with lethargy or dulness. In the expansive types of dementia paralytica
there is a tendency to substitute letters, numbers, figures or personal material,
such as the patient's initials, for parts of the figure while the Gestalt as a
whole appears intact. This may be akin to confabulation. There may be
confusional features in which the figure is disorientated on its background.
In nearly all cases the concept as a whole is preserved, but something of a

secondarv nature happens to the concept before reproduction. Fairly well
compensated cases of dementia paralytica show productions that are
formalistically but impersonally perfect, but these productions are almost
invariably further marred by one or another tell-tale feature suggesting one
of the features of dementia paralytica already mentioned or tendencies to
primitive reversions.

In alcoholic psychoses the disturbances in the Gestalt function are best
approached with an understanding of the severe alcoholic encephalopathies,
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in which the progressive lesion in the brain may lead to death. This is
associated with a deep clouding of consciousness, with perceptive difficulties
resulting in incompletely perceivedl Gestalten, and in motor difficulties with
increased impulses to rhythmic movements. By this combination the
visual motor Gestalten in copied figures are profoundly disturbed, and the
figure is reproduced incompletely and distorted by perseverated strokes.
In Korsakoff psychosis, with less clouding of consciousness, the motor
impulses to perseverate tendencies in the figure may be more prominent.
In the chronic alcoholic hallucinatory states the Gestalt, as a whole, may be
well preserved, but the outlines are hazy, perhaps partly from tremulousness
and partly from the motor impulse to reiterate the lines. In the alcoholic
confusional states there are less marked motor difficulties, but the perceptive
difficulties are in the foreground and show disturbances of integration of the
parts into the whole and in the orientation of the figure on its background.

In traumatic psychoses the acute confusional stages following the
trauma are characterized by clouding of consciousness, with difficulties in the
synthesis of the perception and the Gestalt function. Visual motor Gestalten
show reversions to primitive features. Especially there is seen the disorienta-
tion of the figure on its background. As the clouding of consciousness clears
and. a chronic Korsakoff picture is left, there may be typical Korsakoff
features characterized by correct grasp of the figure as a whole, and its
orientation on its background, with a tendency to some reversions to primitive
responses and bizarre replacements of parts of the figure without inter-
ference with the structure of the Gestalt.

In acute confusional states the disturbance resolves itself into difficulties
in the integration of the parts of the figure to the whole, and of the whole
figure to its background or situation. Tendencies to primitive reversions are
secondary to this primary difficulty.

R. M. S.

PROGNOSIS AND TREATMENT

[186] Anxiety: its nature and treatment.-HENRY HARRIS. Jour. Ment. Sci.,
1934, 80, 705.

TEIE psychiatrist is concerned with four moods or affective-emotional states
and their permutations and combinations. These may be considered in
terms of conflict; anxiety as unsolved conflict, elation as solved conflict,
depression as unsolvable conflict, apathy as the most complete solution of
conflict. Conflict may be considered in terms of the tensions interacting to
cause conflict and the balance between such tensions. In anxiety the tension
is a rising one, in elation it is a falling one, in apathy it is low and is con-
tinuously being discharged, in depression it is extremely and continuously
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